2001 jeep wrangler wiring harness

Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons
will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year MSD Ignition.
Previous 1 Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? Jeep Wrangler TJ 4. Jeep Wrangler
YJ 4. Jeep Wrangler TJ 2. Just like nerves in your body, your vehicle contains a wiring harness
that relays messages and controls engine activity to keep everything running strong. Over time
wiring harnesses corrode and break which can cause total engine failure. So no matter what
your needs you are sure to find the perfect harness for your application in our expansive
catalog. And if you are thinking about doing an engine swap it is also possible to make one of
these custom harnesses work for your application. Because they feature high-quality
connectors and terminals you can avoid butchering your wiring and reduce the risk of electrical
fires. These professional grade wiring harnesses are a great way to sort out your project. Q:
What is an engine wire harness? Why buy one? A: Your vehicle has lots of wires in the engine
bay and under the dash board. These wires are crucial for controlling the functions of your
motor including the ignition system, gauges, engine management and a host of other functions.
If you are working on a restoration project, have added aftermarket ignition components or
electronic accessories, or have suffered an electrical fire one of the best available options is to
step up to an aftermarket engine wire harness. These harnesses are designed to simplify and
cleanup the wiring in your engine bay for a great aesthetic every time you pop the hood. They
feature color coded wiring, well designed fuses, and circuit protection to ensure that your
system remains protected from short circuits and power surges. With an aftermarket engine
wire harness installed you will have a clean and reliable electrical system that will keep your
ride running smooth for many years. Filter Your Results. Engine Wire Harnesses 1. MSD Ignition
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Fuel System. Troubleshooting Terminology Intermittent and poor connections Has a Diagnostic
Trouble Code 1. Is the temperature warning 3. Check for coolant leaks and overflow tank and
radiator? Fuel or ignition system Refer to 14 - Fuel System or 8 - problems. Electrical for
diagnosis and testing procedures. Dragging brakes. Check and correct as necessary. Cylinder
head gasket leaking 6. Clean vent and repair as necessary. Check for blockage and repair as
necessary. During wet weather, moisture 1. No repair is This is done to prevent coolant supply
hose and air supply hose. Remove the thermo Tighten the screws to 1. The molded plastic EMIC
housing has four integral mounting tabs, two on the lower edge of the housing and one on each
side. The EMIC is secured to the instrument panel structural support with four screws. Current
flow through the second coil indication of a problem to the vehicle operator. EMIC that control
each indicator requires the use of The hard wired chime inputs to the determine the correct
output to the rear window EMIC are diagnosed using conventional diagnostic defogger relay.
There should be no continuity. If OK, go to Step 3. If not OK, repair the shorted panel lamp
dimmer signal circuit between the instrument cluster and the left multi-function switch as
required. The dark outer layer of the overlay prevents the indicator from being clearly visible
when it is not illuminated. An amber lens behind the cutout in the There gauges indicator will be
illuminated. The gauge needle remains in the center of the red The engine coolant temperature
gauge gives an zone and the check gauges indicator remains illumi Before begin If the indicator
For proper diagnosis of the fuel and reset knob boot on the outside of the cluster lens is
emissions systems, the PCM, the PCI data bus, or available for separate service replacement.
The between ground and the 4WD switch sense part- dark outer layer of the overlay prevents
the indicator time input to the instrument cluster. For further harness connector for the transfer
case switch and a diagnosis of the part time indicator or the instrument good ground. There
should be continuity. A label on the cluster overlay beneath the hub of the through the actuator
test, the gauge needle will be If through the actuator test, the gauge needle will be the
instrument cluster turns on the check gauges At no time should any source of electricity be per
This residue consists primarily of harmless particulate by-products of the small pyrotechnic
charge used to initiate the propellant used to deploy the airbags. The ACM microprocessor
continuously vides verification of the direction and severity of an monitors all of the airbag
system electrical circuits to impact. A pre-programmed decision algorithm in the determine the
system readiness. The clockspring cannot be repaired. NOTE: If the clockspring plastic latches
are broken, be certain to remove the broken pieces from the steering column upper housing.
The other horn switch pigtail wire is routed The hybrid-type inflator assembly includes a small
canister of highly compressed argon gas. When the ACM sends the proper electrical signal to
the airbag inflator, the electrical energy generates enough heat to ignite chemical pellets within
the inflator. The ACM will also illuminate the Off indica- tor of the switch for about seven

seconds each time the ignition switch is turned to the On position as a bulb test. This is a list of
terms and definitions used in the wiring diagrams. Fuel Injector NO. The valves are located on
the top of the fuel tank Fig. The engine wiring harness connector for each fuel injector is
equipped with an attached numerical tag INJ 1, INJ 2 etc. Alignment of the way through the
reverse idler gear assembly. Liquid Gasket TB Make sure to keep 42 Install countershaft fifth
gear bearings into sealer bead to inside of bolt holes Fig. Ensure to use sufficient petroleum
jelly to hold rollers in position. Mark Snap Ring Thickness mm in. Standard clearance is 0. Then
slide transmission out from under vehicle. Three bolts at extreme rear of housing are actually
for the output shaft bearing retainer. It is not necessary to remove all three bolts at this time.
NOTE: Use proper size punch to avoid bending the shift shaft. Have helper hold fixture tool in 8
Loosen rear reverse idler shaft bolt rear bolt place while housing and geartrain is being rotated
Fig. Bolts are rear of shift tower open- ing. Use a small pry tool Position splitter between first
and reverse gears. Petroleum jelly can be used to hold parts in place. Check bearing surfaces of
output shaft for nicks or scratches. NOTE: Snap rings are available in thicknesses from 1. Install
thickest snap ring that will fit in shaft groove. Ensure washer halves are seated in shaft groove
and that washer lugs are seated in shaft lug bores. Verify i. Ensure locating dimple is between
Verify snap ring is seated in shaft groove. Hold ball in place with petroleum jelly. Carefully
rotate output shaft until the synchro ring seats in synchro hub and sleeve. It may be necessary
to move retainer rearward with pilot stud in order to start bolts in retainer. Verify seal is seated
in hous- ing bore Fig. Roll pin must be flush with socket Fig. Although retainer is one-way fit on
housing, be sure bolt holes are aligned before seating retainer. If equipped with 4WD, this
adapter is located on the extension housing of the transfer case drivers side. If equipped with
2WD, this adapter is located on the left side of the transmission extension housing. Before
tightening bolt, ver- ify speed sensor is fully seated mounted flush to speedometer pinion gear
adapter. Set clutch units aside for overhaul. The output shaft in turn When the gear selector is
moved into the reverse rotates with the annulus gear in a counterclockwise position Fig. With
the rear annulus gear stationary, the rear When the gearshift lever is moved into the drive planet
rotation on the annulus gear causes the rear position the transmission goes into first gear Fig. If
two members of the same planetary set are driven, direct drive results. Therefore, when The
vehicle has accelerated and reached the shift two members are rotating at the same speed and
in point for the upshift into direct drive Fig. One procedure for vehicles that are drivable and an
alternate proce- dure for disabled vehicles will not back up or move forward. Plug is accessible
through converter hous- ing. Pin is accessible from converter housing side of case Fig. Keep
rear support bolts together for assembly reference. Slide drum and clutch through 1 Examine
bolt holes in overrunning clutch cam. Set drum and clutch Note that one hole is not threaded
Fig. Verify that front clutch drive lugs are fully engaged in slots of driving shell after installation. Start at center and work outward when tight- ening bolts. Do not overtighten valve body
bolts. Use petroleum jelly to hold gasket in place. Rear clutch thrust washer clutch retainer 1.
The torque converter should also be b Correct maximum level is to MAX arrow replaced
whenever a failure generates sludge and mark. This is necessary because normal converter c
Incorrect level is at or below MIN line. When fluid level is correct, shut engine off, release park
brake, remove funnel, and install dipstick in fill tube. If clearance is incorrect, clutch discs,
plates, pressure plates and snap ring may have to be Fig. Carefully slide cable off stud. Do not
pry or pull cable off. Remove oil pump by tilt- ing the edge of the oil pump from under the edge
of the rear case half and sliding the pump Fig. Then move sector to neutral 1 Remove transfer
case indicator switch. Tap seal out with drift and hammer. The bearing Fig. Verify that the
retaining ring is fully seated in mainshaft groove. If equipped with 4WD, this adapter is located
on the transfer case extension left side Fig. If equipped with 2WD, this adapter is located on the
extension housing of the transmission left side. Please include page number. Publications Dept.
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Painless Pro Series gives you everything you need to wire up your pro-touring or custom ride
right the first time! Ample length is provided for each circuit, providing you the freedom to route
and hide your wiring how you choose. Westin, known and recognized for quality and industry
leadership, manufactures green automotive aftermarket accessories for SUVs an When it comes
to selecting a reliable source for your electrical system's wiring harness, trust 4-Seasons.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

